Working on Bugs
Once you and your LoCo members are actively working on bugs, you might
encounter a question you can not immediately answer. In this case
https://wiki.ubuntu.com/HelpingWithBugs is very likely to answer your
question. If it's about the correct bug status or which Debugging Information
might be useful, you're likely to find it there.
If you're still in doubt ask the fine people on #ubuntu-bugs on irc.freenode.net,
also for the spanish speakers you can go to #ubuntu-classroom-es where you
can get support in your language.
Participating in 5-A-Day
5-A-Day is a campaign by the Ubuntu Community that tries improve the
quality of bug reports. If you can fix a bug, that's awesome, but if you make a
bug more useful than it was before, that's great and what 5-A-Day is about.
We developed a tool called that submits the bugs you worked on to our 5-ADay statistics page. You can do 5-A-Day for your Loco team and you can tag
your 5-A-Day entries with a tag for a certain event. Check out
https://wiki.ubuntu.com/5-A-Day to find out more about the tool and how to set
it up. Use global-february-09-<city-or-country> as a tag (eg: globalfebruary-09-berlin).
Stories! Pictures! Videos!
The world wants to know what your team has done. Post pictures, fun stories,
fun statistics, videos, etc. to https://wiki.ubuntu.com/GlobalBugJam/Stories
and we'll publish them in a report about the event. Also Twitter and Blog
about it and if you upload pictures about the event somewhere, do use the tag
global-bugjam-february-09.
It's about the fun!
The event is not a competition about who fixes the most bugs, but it's about
the unique experience of having Free Software enthusiasts in one room,
enjoying the feeling of making the world a better place.
„We want to get as many people online fixing bugs, having a great time doing
so, and putting their brick in the wall for free software.“
Jono Bacon

